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1 

His father died a hero. His mother never woke up from giving birth to his twin brother. 

Three deaths heralded him into a world he hadn’t asked for, a life he’d been dealt 

without a joker in the pack. They insisted he was the lucky one to have made it alive but 

when the game started, he knew he was a loser. He didn’t remember the name his 

parents gave him. Everyone called him Jimmylad. 

 His parents never really left of course. No one had. Instead, his head caved in 

under the weight of voices he could never silence. Old men, young girls, ghostly 

shadows screamed, coaxed, billowed around the caverns of his brain like typhoons in 

the desert, gurgling, choking, lapping his thoughts into fears, beating his feelings to 

pulp, sucking his needs into quicksand, then wiping him clean with a flick of an unseen 

thought, the fresh taunt of berries in spring being trampled into the dung heap by a wild 

boar. Sometimes he recognized them; occasionally they were complete strangers. 

 His brain wept under the constant weight of implosion. The simple need to pee 

became a painful, jerking spasm as his mother told him to wipe, his father to shake, a 

taunting howl to do it on a lamppost, a whining hag to wet his bed. Churning opposites 

hindered every emotion, made him stutter in obedience. Obediently he tried to comply 

but mainly spend his energy keeping them from breaking through the glue his eyelids 

were forced to knit. When they tired him out he retreated into a vague, distant, fumbling 

creature. People accepted his hovering presence like that of a slightly unbalanced door, 

a rusty hinge unable to click into place. He was happy to be left alone. He had enough 

company in his head. 

 At night, lying flat, sitting up eyes bulging, nose quivering like a horse smelling 

wild oats, he trembled until exhaustion held out a hand, the temptation of a poisonous 
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apple. Only in the fresh mountain air, far above Blueberry Ridge, could Jimmylad 

breathe without wheezing, inhale the cool, refreshing gulps of nature, spring clear in 

comparison to the pollution humanity forced down his throat.  He desperately needed 

that release right now. His hair was tangling inside his skull, warnings of death foaming 

on the crest of a tidal wave of pent up fury. It was worse than usual. His Uncle spoke of 

plans, visits, dignitaries, the need to be prepared. He smelt his mother cooking, her 

breast heaving, his father smoking dark green weeds, then the gunpowder blowing them 

both apart. The horsemen ploughed on, over the horizon of his middle brain, plundering 

the depths at the back of his flaring nostrils. Baked bread blended with slippery sweat, 

trickles of treacle licking his lips. Voices lined up like a firing squad taking pot shots at 

his instincts, pellets spraying his intentions to shreds of boiling abscesses, the putrid 

puss of hopes sinking into damp moss. Heaven was an empty head.  

 The party swirled around the house and courtyards below. Voices chattered into 

a claxon of vicious reflection, piercing proposals, vivacious promises hanging dry on 

invisible lines for the world to see, evaluate, dodge, wind up into dirty washing while 

smiling comfortably under the serene glow of a well-aged whiskey, a golden red grape 

crushed delicately into a bouquet of sweet chimes on the tongue of well-oiled 

intentions. Uncle was the master of politics. He knew how to pull strings and arrange 

them into a harp. Jimmylad was his soundman. 

 He could hear the crowd clearly. They bustled for attention. Each exclamation, 

each delicate change in tone, the slightest sigh of reproach, the hiss of infatuation or the 

gentle snarl of complicity hung about his ears, buzzing, queuing up to enter, delve down 

into his lobe, his inner ear, ring bells, clatter crockery, reverberate in hollow chambers 

until his thoughts echoed aimlessly, collapsed in the ceaseless hum of businesses 

without a purpose, the drowning swell of wave after wave of incessant outpourings 
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rushing over him, a typhoon of sound bashing his head sideways, into the stone wall 

behind his bed, the pillow fading unable to offer further protection. There were no doors 

to shut them out. 

 Jimmylad had problems concentrating. It was all in his head. The problem. 

That’s what everybody said. He believed them. He knew better than anyone. His head. 

What was in it? What was missing?  

 A microphone shrieked. The brittle cries weaved a spell through the night air, 

threads of solace. The sound check crackled through the window. They’d started 

without him. 

 Jimmylad held the sides of his skull in his solid, neatly lined palms, strong 

fingers pulsating through his long black hair, massaging temples, covering his ears to 

provide a sound wall and reduce the energy he could no longer process adequately. His 

life was a struggle against input; he overloaded when others were just beginning to 

enjoy the challenge; he panicked when the race hadn’t started, because he knew what 

the outcome would be and couldn’t deal with the process of reaching it. 

 “Hello. Hello. One. Two. Three.” 

 Sound testing. Jimmylad didn’t need that. He’d been testing himself all his life: 

the sounds wouldn’t go away no matter how hard he tried to fine-tune the input.  

 His uncle’s voice rang out behind the microphone, that booming voice of 

optimistic prosperity, the launch of a new plan, further goals, promises of eternal 

improvement obscuring the past. He heard the sheep squeal as it had its throat cut. The 

stew would be bubbling soon, simmering for a long night ahead. Jimmylad tried 
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desperately to put events in order and remember who this particular party was for, who 

had just died. 

His bedroom was at the back of the complex, third floor, in the corner furthest 

from the main entrance. The sleek metal door was closed, silver reflections showing 

him crouched against the wall, pillow sucking his fingers as they held it over his face, 

tight against his ears, the soft feathery casing couching his hearing on a cushion of 

protection from the pebbles of noise that rattled down like rain on a corrugated roof, the 

insistent howling of a dog in heat tied to a metal chain that wound itself in circles, snake 

like in its tightening constriction. He took deep breaths: that sometimes worked. More 

often, he just broke up, floated away, went somewhere else, back in time, forward in 

space, into worlds where his own conversations made more sense or were at least useful 

in helping himself put it all into place, a place he recognized, patterns which fitted the 

particular jigsaw his brain had become. People blamed his parents’ deaths: “So hard on 

the lad. So young.” Jimmylad knew it had nothing to do with infant trauma: his head 

was addled from beforehand, from the dark beyond the light. His birth was an accident: 

it wasn’t meant to be and he would spend his life paying the price. 

 The noise outside blurred, but when he concentrated he could still separate the 

fog into wisps of common sense, familiar waves of ceaseless overlapping. The inner 

yard held the close family. Aunty was there, cluttering, chuckling, piling plates with 

food, supervising the slaughter, the endless organization that kept her inner life shielded 

from any outward emotional explanation. Uncle would be wandering in and out, 

weaving through the strands, tying knots where necessary, spreading hoops, interleaving 

connections if necessary, slapping his wife on the shoulder as he passed, lips reddened 

and damp, glass in hand, cigar puffing the air blue, then black as he wheezed a dark 

stem to bright red glints of devilment which he thoughtfully blew past devious eyes, 
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over huddled shoulders, into the path of some stranger who would soon be one of the 

family. 

 Uncle had a way with people. That’s what everyone said. Jimmylad believed 

them because he had no idea what it meant. He didn’t feel envy. He didn’t want a way 

with anybody. He just wanted to get as far away as possible. 

 The microphone screeched. It rang, hauntingly, fragile and painful like a 

Banshee pronouncing doom as it laughed at the innocence of those who never believed. 

Come on willed Jimmylad. He needed sound to blank out the embers threatening to 

flare up within the neurons people called his brain. Let the band play on, loud and clear. 

He was their Sound Man, his fingers sliding their frequencies into order. He needed to 

sense rhythm over the bawling that clambered for his attention, without making the 

slightest appeal to his emotions or intellectual need. He saw neighbours shuffling, 

seeking to ingratiate, be exuberant in their condolences. He could imagine his pack of 

cousins unleashed, delving through the crowd, tickling fancies, flaming embers, 

blowing kisses to the wind, igniting sparks of envy and collaboration. His family was on 

fire on occasions like this: that’s what they lived for, a good funeral. Jimmylad tried 

desperately to deflate the conflagration, beat the whistling in his ears to waves he could 

surf without going under. 

 The street entrance was for the guests, those who longed to form the inner circle. 

There were dignitaries, representatives, darker faces, lighter hairs, rounded eyes, longer 

noses, a mix that bred a healthy show of inclusion, just enough to be contained within 

the confines of the large outer yard. Countless bed frames littered the stone yard, each 

covered gently by Aunt with a delicately embroidered fabric, soft enough to enfold, 

hard enough to survive fondling by stranger hands, embittered fingers jealously feeling 
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their way around the scene as beverages and food plunged the gathering into an 

explosive package of steaming flesh, perspiring limbs, endless chatter, back slapping, 

stabbing, raucous jesting. Business deals spun, pacts clung together in desperations, 

denials hid in the corners, exposures stood out in the open. Bodies lounged against 

plant-draped pillars, others huddled around trestle tables sagging under the feast. The 

chatter of well-fed guests curled around the patio, engulfing the air with the thick scent 

of well-perfumed bodily odours. The stew bubbled, the slaughter long over. Over the 

clatter of plates a calming yellow hue beamed out into the night, gently lapping the 

clouds, paying homage to the roughly hewn mountain domes that were their realm. 

 Jimmylad was beginning to dissipate, disassociate. His head stopped spinning. 

He sat back and watched it leave his neck, float into the darkening night above, out to 

become one of the distant stars. From the silence of space he could think, reboot, format 

his mind until it looked back down and put his particular puzzle back into place. The 

microphone coughed one last time. A lonely voice began to spiral towards him, melody 

chipping away at his defenses. Sirena’s singing grabbed his soul and took him away to 

his mountain perch where they lay side by side in silence. 

 He could see through his bedroom ceiling, the chipped white paint, molded to 

grey at the corners, opened away into a deeper blue twinkling, his mother’s eyes 

reflected to infinity, where he knew she lived, beyond the grasp of the four horsemen. 

She’d avoided them, left before they arrived: now it was Jimmylad’s obligation to wait 

their return, warn everyone they were coming and would sweep everything under their 

hooves. The bleating of that sacrificial lamb would be nothing in comparison. There 

would be no time to celebrate each death with the exuberance of the party below: 

outnumbered, the dead would shovel the living into great pits from which muddy banks 

would seep and trap legs in spasms, throttle out protests, fill lungs with a final anguish 
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of despair as a last breath faded in the realization that salvation was impossible. That’s 

what the voices shrieked, ping-pong balls bouncing against hard bone, searching for a 

crack, the way out. 

 Sitting on his pillow, his magic carpet, Jimmylad allowed himself wander. He 

picked up an orange from the table beside his bed and peeled it absentmindedly. The 

juice spat on his nose, the bitter taste jerked his lips apart. He tried to clean shreds from 

between his teeth. It helped him to focus, concentrate, gave fingers an earthly purpose, 

force his eyes back within their rims, allowed his nose sniff the mix of dirty socks, 

citrus acid, roasting meat, alcohol fumes and the odors of countless bodies fanning their 

wares under sheets of disguised perfumes. He could hear loose cloth billowing in the 

gentle, evening breeze. The rains would be here soon, temperatures lowering as night 

nudged over the mountains to settle gently on the plains that eked along their valleys, 

thundering under water before it dissolved into lapping stretches of nourishment that 

would keep them going through the mocking heat that blanketing their summers as 

farmers baked beneath the impact and watched the land dry into a shimmering, brittle 

shield of burnt offerings waiting for renewal, the spattering of blessed water, holy 

ointments. 

 “Coming,” he felt himself call. He’d heard his name, whistled, proffered gently, 

curiously, a temptation to unfold, branch out, join the living, lunge forward into his 

mother’s outstretched arms, his father’s dark fingers, letting the nails burrow into his 

back, string him up like a corpse. 

 Jimmylad wasn’t quite ready. “Coming,” he repeated, not sure if anyone heard, 

if he uttered the sounds or not, if they only rang in his own head, through the galloping 

twirl, the whine of incessant burble that was the party below refracted in his brain. 
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 He took a deep breath and nibbled on the orange peel. Slowly, he felt his legs 

swing over the edge of the bed and sway gently in search of the wooden floorboards he 

knew should be underneath. He let his buttocks hop slightly, rub against the rough 

protective outer sheet Aunt insisted on at all times of year, then slid forward slightly, 

almost over the edge. His toes nibbled the hard wood, seeking out a shard, a spike, a 

little jab to bleed and retreat; but the boards held firm, were smooth to touch, years of 

usage, uneven anger long worn away to a gentle soothing glow that let socks slide 

across with barely a push, with little more than the necessity of an urge. He was up. He 

stood, waited for his head to return, his brain to settle. The noises from outside still 

jammed his radar. He shook as he aimed for the door, knees trembling. His wrist twisted 

aimlessly. He tried the doorknob. Clockwise, even though he knew either way would 

unleash the mob. 

 The stairwell curved with whitewashed stone as it etched the infernally 

circuitous path downwards. Jimmylad clutched the walls for balance. As the party drew 

nearer his strength dissipated leaving his eyes glowing dangerously dark, deep violent 

red, razing their sockets in spurts of grief. His nostrils sneezed, hairs bristling. His 

generous lips turned mean as they clutched each other and clenched teeth back into their 

fold. His breath came in gulps through cavities that were forcing themselves shut. 

Lacking oxygen, his brain twisted in ever-increasing circles that weren’t concentric. His 

fingers grasped the stone for comfort, knuckles skinned to lead a sense of reality to his 

journey. They were calling his name. He couldn’t refuse. Sirena was beginning to sing. 

He needed to be by her side. That’s what soundmen were for. 
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2 

Rahamid was a sports journalist. That’s what Marianne told him the day he started on 

the website. “You take your phone, a tablet, whatever. Snap off some photos, quick 

video, thousand words and you’ve got the match covered.”  

“I’m not a sportsman,” Rahamid said.  

“Doesn’t matter. Good angle in fact. Something new. Innovative.” 

So he became a sports reporter and learned the rules of every game he covered. 

Rites and rituals intrigued him. He liked to know how things worked: that’s why he 

wanted to become a journalist and what they had to beat out of him so he would be a 

good one. When he managed to curb idealism with realism his ratings soared, he scored. 

His online commentaries, a mix of innocence and insight, went viral as he realized the 

world was full of people with opinions without knowing how to justify them: his 

coverage gave everyone the sensation they were right and that their evaluations were as 

meaningful as the next, that the world was full of experts and no one need to feel left 

out. He was no expert, just another pundit. Rahamid evolved into an amateurish expert 

capable of conveying insights and elation as if he were a drinking buddie with all the 

right answers and smart quips. Their hits soared, Marianne beamed until success 

evaporated and he watched his authority rapidly slipping away as the rapid fire of social 

media made every opinion a valid one. Marianne began to smolder, her smile wrinkling 

into a twitch. Rahamid wasn’t upset. He wanted to become serious, investigate, and 

delve beyond the base line, down beneath the surface where every day surfers were too 

superficial to thread. He had no intention of letting Marianne know. She would be the 

first to take advantage of his needs.  

“Why do they call it Blueberry Ridge?” 
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“You’re the journalist. Must be Blueberries there or something. Go find out.” 

Marianne wasn’t forthcoming. She had more important issues, falling 

advertisements, lack of clicks, too much surfing and not enough consolidation. Rahamid 

ignored her. She smiled and offered him more coffee. “The President is coming to visit 

the area.” She sat back and tried to make herself comfortable. She wore deep red, polo 

neck tops as a uniform, but hated them more and more as they tied her to an image she 

no longer bought. Fewer people were buying into the look, caring to share in the 

promise. It wasn’t the moment to tell him but it might be his last chance. Start-ups 

folded more often than not. She had an innate sense of when it was time to change top 

and go for longer sleeves, a delving neckline. Rahamid, on the other hand, had virtually 

no fashion sense. 

“Which President?” 

She signed. “The only one. The political one. I’m not talking about wealthy golf 

club owners. This is the real thing.” 

“Not really my area.” Rahamid choose his words carefully. He fiddled with his 

phone. He couldn’t let his weakness show or take the bait before snapping on the line. 

Marianne smiled again, gave her lips unnecessary exercise. “Could be 

interesting. A change at least. You like to research your stories. Some good practice 

maybe. Find out why it’s called Blueberry Ridge for starters. They’re rather an 

interesting …” She paused for effect like a fly-fisher staring across a lake. “Tribe 

almost.” She cast her stare further in search of a bite. “Locked away there in the 

mountains, thinking they are God.” She sucked her lips and turned to catch his eyes and 

imbue them with a sense of urgency. He was the only full-time staff member left. She 

sat back, cracked her knuckles and wondered if she should tell him. The creaking of her 
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fingers echoed around the tastefully bare walls, splotches of abstract art across pale pink 

paneling. 

“Are they?” He chuckled, a kind way of asking her to explain. 

“We all are Rahamid.” Marianne laughed, short, sharp, but relatively sweet 

given the time of the morning. “Tribal if anything. You cover sports. You must know 

that.” Her smile faded. She texted her secretary for two coffees. “Sit down.” A 

beautifully polished nail indicated the other side of her glass table. It reflected the 

skyline floating in gently through tinted windows. Outside, the noise of a busy day was 

chattered floors below, a tinkling reminder of a world beyond cyberspace. 

He sat, crossed his legs. Light blue sneakers, comfortable trousers, golfing shirt. 

Smart was cool. He’d discovered that first day in the lift when his tracksuit drew 

unwanted attention. He didn’t like standing out. He preferred the background which was 

why he knew he would make the excellent researcher he had always wanted to be. All 

he needed was a slim chance, but he couldn’t look greedy or she would bite his paw to 

the bone. 

“Very wealthy.” 

Rahamid sipped from the black cup. His eyes flickered interest, chin rose 

slightly as he ruffled a well-kept beard, just long enough not to be unshaven, short 

enough to appear slightly careless, youthfully engaging rather than elderly or 

statesmanlike. 

“Those mountains breed money. You name it and you’ll find it down those 

mines. They never seem to run out. Always a new vein, another stream of some 

previously worthless mineral that is now essential for our latest gadget. Half the mobile 
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devices in the world today depend on that range.” She fiddled with her cell phone as if 

lost in thought, or admiration. 

“Which in turn depends on this strange tribe?” Rahamid reacted, without 

stealing the scene. He was good at picking up rules quickly. 

“Yup. More or less.” 

“How do they get away with that?” 

“Good question. Good fighters. Easily to hole up out there. They’ve defended 

the area for centuries. They know every crack and crevice. It is suicide to invade as 

countless records show.”  

“Do they play sport?” He suspected there was more to the story than a simple 

Presidential visit. He played for time, hopefully not for a draw. 

For a second, Marianne looked puzzled, as if the question was off track. She 

tapped the arm of her leather chair and grinned. “I think they do. Something obscure 

like stone throwing.” 

Rahamid tried to calculate malice, simple teasing or a grain of truth in the reply. 

He’d just have to look it up.  

“I’ve got a lead.” She went for the surprise factor. 

“On what?” 

“For the background. The President will be there in two weeks but you might 

just get something interesting. Beat the crowd. Everyone will be covering the pomp and 

glory. All over in a couple of tweets. We might be able to pad, drag it out.” 
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He let his eyes do the questioning, aware she wasn’t accepting bait. He rubbed 

his beard again to let her know he was thinking, that what she was hinting at made little 

sense. He followed the team, interviewed a coach, found contrary opinions and 

packaged the lot into a handful of tight paragraphs, colouring by numbers. His success 

was that simple. Background hinted at intrigue, an expense account that could be 

deducted, cut or written off. “Background,” he said slowly, then coughed and repeated 

the thought. “Background.” He dared not tell her it was just what he needed. 

“Seriously. I think I have something. Might make a lot of people stand up. Pay 

up even.” She lunged her chair forward and sprang to her feet, expensive runners 

jumping to attention, flashing amber, and then red as she landed. “A contact. Insider 

gossip. What all real journalists need!” She swiveled delicately to pose and frame her 

outline against the morning skyline. She was taking a risk, on Rahamid, on delving into 

a storyline she wasn’t sure she would be allowed unfold. 

Rahamid wasn’t sure how to react. He stayed sitting, as two of them bouncing 

around the office didn’t seem appropriate: the coffee hadn’t been that good, their sudden 

bonding that strong. 

“There’s a man called Uncle.” She spoke to the windowpanes. Her instinct was 

to stoke mystery, fire intrigue and hope for the best. “Runs the place. Has done for 

years. Him and his family. They pretty much know it all. Nothing happens up there 

without their nod.” 

“You want me to talk to him, this man called Uncle?” 

“No. I want you to talk to a man called Geezlewood.” 

“Good name.” 
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“They like to experiment. In fact, most of them aren’t known by their names at 

all. Family nicknames. Things like that. Inbred I suspect. They probably share a handful 

of proper names between them all.” 

“Sounds like the Internet.” 

“Maybe it is. An early version.” Her nails clipped the edge of the table again, 

annoyingly pointed in their rhythm. Her hips leaned against the edge, he ankles crossed 

gently by the table leg while her gaze stared into the clouds bubbling above his left 

shoulder. He thought he saw her eyes twinkle. He shifted his own waist so he was ready 

to pounce. He was suddenly uneasy as if he’d caught a glimpse of intimacy she fought 

so hard to avoid. 

Her eyes refocused. She rolled gently to sit on the edge of her desk, balanced on 

one cheek only, her leg just about reaching the ground to hold herself steady. Rahamid 

shivered when she did that. The glass frame looked too fragile. He would hate to have 

to pick up the pieces. He prayed once more for forgiveness. 

“Geezlewood has travelled, been around. Some say he was a type of sales man 

for the local empire, roaming ambassador, whatever. And now he’s gone home, retired. 

But if one person knows how the town works, how that mountain fortress really carries 

on, what secrets are buried behind the stone walls, it’s him.” She paused, retreated to 

her seat, tapped the desk again, flicked her laptop open, and crossed her knees. “I’ve 

made contact and I think he might just be flattered enough to talk and be exposed on the 

Internet. I doubt the others care or even know much about the world outside their 

valleys. But he has been touched by evil, by the temptation of fame.” 

Rahamid blinked. Marianne wasn’t normally so poetic. He crossed his legs, 

shuffled, put both feet back flat on the ground. 
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“So what do you think?” 

He sucked air, paused in thought, searched for nonchalance to hide a sensation 

of panic and good fortune. 

“Could be interesting.” 

For once she didn’t appear to be in a hurry. She poised, motionless as she waited 

for him to elaborate. 

“Not my home ground,” he said, and then grinned quickly in case she 

misunderstood their banter for a lack of interest. 

“What was the name of that sport? Might be an interesting side piece.” 

“Good thinking. Might be your starting point. What brings you there two weeks 

early? Good cover”  

He had to admit she was quick. She began fiddling with her reading glasses, on a 

bright red string around her neck. He’d never seen her put them on but they provided a 

neat tool for her fingers to grasp when conversations were flailing, or dripping to a 

close. He stood cautiously and took a step back, towards the door, waiting politely in 

case there were further indications, a clearer goal. 

“Let me know how it’s going. Could be an opportunity. We need to try new 

things.” 

His heart pounded gently under the promise.  

“Ask Jenna for more coffee on the way out if you don’t mind. She doesn’t seem 

to be reading my messages.” 
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Jenna wasn’t there. He slipped away whistling. He met her on the corridor.  

“You’re a happy little boy. Got your leg over?” 

He beamed then tried to hide his smile with a cough. “She needs a coffee.” 

 Jenna grinned back. She winked, blew him a kiss. “Better look next time kid. 

Too many women around here to distract you.” 

 Rahamid smiled, clicked his fingers, flicked his fringe into place and tried to 

look ironic rather than crestfallen. “And a good weekend to you too,” he said, as the 

door slid closed. Jenna frightened him. He realized he preferred working from home. 

 Jenna laughed before walking straight into the office. “Didn’t work out?” she 

asked, slipping a pale blue cup across the crystal clear table, steam bristling into the air, 

the aroma of dark promise scalding the sunset. 

 Marianne sipped. Jenna should know her place, limitations, where her next wage 

may or may not come from. She knew Jenna was really on loan, like the company itself. 

Marianne’s father owned them all. Jenna loved the intrigue. Marianne promised to give 

her father a run for his money: she would find a way of keeping the show on the road 

and Blueberry Hills was panning out to be her crock of gold. 

 “Coffee’s cold.” 

 “I know.” 

 They smiled. 

 “Buy you a drink?” 

 “Sure.” 
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Rahamid delighted in leaving the city. Any sporting event outside the bounds attracted, 

insured full coverage, ravishing detail. Facing down the highway, out into the wildness 

was like burying regrets and soaring off into paradise. He’d done the opposite when his 

parents died. He pulled in at a petrol station just to stare behind at the outline, the 

flashing lights, spiraling buildings jabbing at the stars, the faint hiss of polluted air, the 

distant babble of individuals fighting their space in a thickening jumble of profanity.  

 He bought chocolate and ate it gently, pretending he was smoking, remembering 

when he could. It was a five-hour drive, so he bought more chocolate for the car and 

energy drinks to keep him awake around single-lane curves. Distance driving had that 

numbing effect that led him deep into a cushion of satisfaction, where he believed he 

was accomplishing something without actually having to work, worry or faun to tall 

orders. His job was to report on those who got a hit from physical exertion: he preferred 

to drive. 

 Blueberry Ridge. He had done his research. An isolated province among the 

mountains. For centuries they had been virtually cut off from the surrounding turmoil of 

conquering forces moving across from east to west, then north to south. Blueberry 

Ridge was too high up, too remote and obscure to warrant the effort of conquest. The 

people there were left to their own, their own rules, ways, even language. They ventured 

down the mountain ledges to barter sheep, wool, foodstuffs, and later what they mined. 

The mountains had long been their gods: the inhabitants worshipped the craggy peaks, 

the speckled combinations of color that seeped down crevices, stained ledges, formed 

brittle temptations and solid groundings for their original cave dwellings and later, 

heavy stone fortresses. The vibrant colors that formed their surroundings slowly became 
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a source of wealth as civilization developed around the requirement and utilization of 

increasingly sophisticated raw materials. Theoretically, it was impossible to maintain 

such a range of options within such a small space but, like the people itself, the area 

knew no physical boundaries: what happened underneath, the folding and unfolding of 

the earth’s plates and secret ingredients, left Blueberry Ridge with everything except 

logic, wealth without embarrassment, power without responsibility. The one thing he 

couldn’t find any trace of, however, were Blueberries. 

 Rahamid assumed the name had been someone’s sense of humor, a slightly 

vindictive tinge of revenge for the sensation of superiority that enclosed the area. 

Blueberries were one thing you wouldn’t find there so it seemed ironically vindictive to 

call such a place of endless wealth after something it could never provide. He wondered 

what the natives thought: they either had a sense of humor or a dour willingness to 

conform. Wikipedia and other sources didn’t seem to mention that Blueberry Ridge was 

what the community was known by only to the outside world. Within the mountain 

shelves themselves, people had their own name for their land but that wasn’t for 

strangers to utter: foreigners need never know, should never feel they had to partake.  

 Rahamid slipped the car down the motorway just above the speed limit, enough 

to keep his adrenaline flowing but not sufficient to attract attention or the watching eyes 

of the traffic police drones. As the city faded behind, the likelihood of such intrusion 

decreased even further and his foot dipped a little deeper into the accelerator. He wanted 

to get there before dusk. He didn’t want to face mountain roads in the dark. He didn’t 

particularly like the dark but the arrangement was to meet Mr. Greezlewood at a certain 

crossroads, late in the evening, when dusk would be shuffling into night.  
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The motorway gave way to two lanes both ways, and the number of heavy trucks 

increased in density signaling the wealth that still lay buried in those Ridges without a 

berry in sight. As the evening lengthened and sunlight turned to a hazy shimmer, the 

skies did retain a blue tint despite years of pollution, abuse and mining without bounds. 

Wikipedia claimed the pollution was all buried: modern techniques had eliminated 

waste and increased profits Rahamid presumed. The days of heavy ore were over. It was 

back to delicacies and the mountains still held treasures. If once, the lust of an 

embedded diamond, choking gold dust and platinum tears attracted princes and deep 

pockets, now it was the turn of microchips and space based nuclear weapons. There was 

always a new source of wealth to be discovered and ultimately, it always depended on 

some form of natural resource, eternal treasures just waiting to be discovered.  

 Through the windscreen he began to appreciate the imposing beauty that was 

Blueberry Ridge. As the road began to gain height a mist settled in, enough to force 

wipers into slow swishing movement that rocked drivers to sleep, flickered eyes into 

repetitive lateral movements that rolled with the movement of the car to create a 

dangerous cushion suggesting sleep, closed eyes and an overturned car in the wrong 

land. 

 Rahamid turned up the music, beyond the frequency of the pattering rain, the 

haunting monotony of his windscreen. Despite the evening cloud, a shattered sunset 

suddenly broke through, flashing gold, a blinding glare straight into his eyes. He 

narrowly avoided swerving; an oncoming car flashed its lights. He took a deep breath, 

switched off the wipers, brushed his brow. He lowered the window. A gush of bitter ice 

crinkled his eyebrows, bringing back a taste of home, the smell of burning coal at dusk, 

roast vegetables dribbling gravy, steaming dishwasher and the rustle of a chocolate 

treat. The road swept gently into increasingly tight curves as it led him forward, up 
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narrowing trails that stretched out to greet, then fold him in like  serpents tending their 

prey, roots wavering beneath the soil sucking whatever nourishment they could from 

bodies passing overhead on the surface. The shadow of the mountain ridges shimmered 

in the light as wild birds squeaked and the wind whistled with the taste of fresh rain. 

 Occasionally the inside of the car darkened as dusk was frightened away by the 

deep sweep of dark woods either side gently swaying, occasionally blotting out the 

skies completely as they joined overhead into a canopy that glittered and twinkled. 

Rahamid could sense the rustle of birds settling in for the evening, leaves tingling as 

they curled inwards for a nights work processing their daily fuel intake. Pollution had 

faded into a cocoon of tussling undergrowth wafting with the sour scent of damp soil 

and rat dung. 

 The traffic thinned. Trucks became sparser as they completed their day’s 

journey. Cars overtook at what seemed like unnecessary speed: locals by the way they 

were predicting curves, the next twist of the tarmac as it thundered down an incline or 

twitched into an unexpected incline. Rahamid was glad it wasn’t an automatic drive: he 

needed to clutch deeply around every bend. 

 Light seemed to be in no hurry to fade this high up or, otherwise, it was politely 

waiting to guide him to a hotel for the night. He’d checked them out online. The valleys 

had managed to keep tourism at bay he noted: probably no need, given the wealth the 

mountains themselves had always produced. Four offerings, pretty similar, standard 

business style lodgings, shimmering clean but devilishly bare as they avoided reckless 

luxurious or attracting the kind of attention jealous accountants in main office would 

question as legitimate. He knew the company was broke. She wouldn’t tell him but he 

was no idiot. If they couldn’t pay the bill it wasn’t his fault and if they could, he might 
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as well enjoy the frills while they lasted. Rahamid was planning. His guts smelt 

potential, far beyond the online story he was paid to write, presuming he would be paid. 

This man was living history, the story of a mountain range curled up like an ancient 

frame, apparently still lively, mindlessly free of the ravages of time but old enough not 

to care what secrets he might let slip rather than bury for eternity. 

 Rahamid couldn’t resist a low whistle which jarred with the hip-hop on the 

radio, but fitted the landscape as it grew bold in the twilight, vivid colours shading 

gently together, from pinks to deep orange, fluffy blue to dark navy and darkening 

storm clouds as the sky spun out of control, just out of sight, beyond the generous lip of 

the horizon kissing the final peaks strewn along the left hand side of his approach. The 

sight was staggeringly beautiful. To the right, the valleys swayed out beneath, before 

eventually reaching another curved burst of ragged rock face that completed the circle, 

the elongated bowl that was the cradle for the town itself. Except, as Rahamid learned 

from his online search, it really was the Ridge, and not the valley that were vitally 

important. The town was more extensive than he had anticipated a citadel rather than a 

clutch of hovels.  

The valley flooded into fertility with the rains, useless for any permanent 

structure. Originally in caves, then more complex constructions as the inhabitants 

gained the tools and materials to take fuller advantage of their location, the town was 

essentially hooked on to the side of a mountain, streets straddling low hills, lounging 

against the landscape. Foundations were drilled into hard rock. Giant stairwells, 

tumbling stone beat into curved paths funneled down into the valley and Rahamid, even 

in the fading light, could see a steady stream of farmers working their way back up 

home after an evening tending whatever agriculture they maintained down below in the 

valley. The outline of an odd mule broke the human chain while a line of wild sheep 
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grazed higher up along the hills, scrabbling for grass that evaporated up the stone edges 

into the sky. Rahamid imagined he heard the chime of goat bells across the chilling 

evening air. He lowered his window again to check, breathe in the potent scents of crops 

beginning to ripen, damp soil sweat  into a thumping mass before the cool night air 

began to freeze it solid and threaten to crack unprotected stone. 

 He was surprised by the traffic light. It loomed out of the growing night, flashed 

amber then stuck him on red. He glanced around. He hadn’t seen the junction, hadn’t 

noticed the mesh of roads that broke across the mountains like throbbing blood vessels 

on an over-used leg. They converged suddenly on the town itself which was perched 

like a spider at the center of its web. Some of the streets had a gradient he promised he 

would never attempt, others more generous, wide enough for almost two lanes. The 

light turned green and he realized he must be driving into one of the main arteries if the 

number of junctions and lights were any indication.  

Rahamid turned on his GPS and followed instructions. He cursed. He needed to 

turn around and wind his way back out of town. 

 Dusk was hesitating, nightfall held at bay, whimpering in the shadows to be 

unleashed. He decided to enjoy the ride, one hand on the wheel, music real high. He 

wasn’t intimidated by the night, a lonely country road in unchartered territory. He’d 

covered far too many games down dark alleys to be slowed down by a rush of shadows.  

He let the car purr, roar across an unlit junction, headlights avoiding the laneways to 

either side as they kept the road centered within his gaze. A tremble, the jazz swirling to 

a screech, his hand slipping on the wheel, he sighed, recovered his nerve. He was more 

tired than he thought. His stomach rumbled. Rahamid eased the steering loosely 

between his fingers as he tightened into a curve. He heard loose gravel and mud span 
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beneath the wheels. His leg tensed as he braked gently and felt the car swerve gently. He 

squinted into the fading light and switched on full headlights as he realized the city 

perimeter had been overtaken and the gleam of artificial lightening was fading quickly 

behind. There were no more traffic lights. The car lurched out of a pothole.  

 Blood pounded in his ears as he tightened his grip. He sensed an adventure, an 

extramarital affair before he had even tied the knots. He was on a lucky break. Years 

following an assortment of winners and losers were beginning to pay off.  These 

mountains heralded more than luck, they were embedded with wealth, their entrails 

seeped cash flow. He continued towards his appointment blissfully unaware that the 

mountains took care of themselves, of their own. 

He squinted into the dark. The night stared back, reluctant, unable to provide an 

answer that was immediate or relevant. He clutched the accelerator and wished he’d 

arrived earlier, had left himself time to wind down before the meeting. 

He looked down to check his location. His phone blurred. He snapped his eyes 

back to the road as the car hit a bump, swished off a hedge.  His neck jerked. The 

steering wheel spun in his grasp. A light flickered through the trees. Out of the corner of 

his eye he sensed something lurching out of the gloom. He slowed and checked his 

bearings again. The crossroads were up ahead. A light fog glazed his vision. He peered 

along the narrow, dusty outline of his headlights. Something bright twinkled again in the 

trees. Rahamid swallowed. It was eight pm sharp by the digital car clock. It must be the 

crossroads. Out of nowhere a bicycle appeared, oblivious to yield signs, to the darkness. 

It was wobbling alongside, urged along by a dark figure bent almost double over the 

handlebars.  Rahamid grabbed the wheel to keep the car straight. He blinked, eyes 

blinded momentarily by the flash of something like a torch beaming brightly now from 

the side of the road. Twisting his head to avoid it he spotted a tuft of black against the 
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pale green foliage, a hand, a gesture, a distraction, a beckon, a shadow lunging into 

sight, waving madly, a kid urging him forward to safety while the corner of his eye was 

distracted by the roaming shape of a bicycle wobbling. The narrow roadway was 

immediately crowded, a silent crossroads driven into a crisscross of contradictions. One 

hand rushed instinctively to rub his sore eyes as the light from the trees caught him 

straight in the face. He jammed on the brakes. The shuffling figure swayed into the 

headlights, shuddered briefly, and then collapsed under the impact. Rahamid heard the 

metal bicycle crash to a standstill as his breaks screeched in recoil. He braced his arms 

around his face knowing as he did so that he was losing control. His neck shattered as 

the safety belt clutched his chest. The windscreen rattled, the bonnet clotted. Through 

the trees, the flashlight spun wildly. It dazzled before snapping off and leaving nothing 

but the dark. 

 He heard a squeal and vaguely spotted the bicycle swerve out of the corner of his 

crumbling wing mirror. He could hear it rattle into the gravel as it flashed out of sight, 

one wheel whizzing, whistling briefly before disappearing under the howl of his 

pounding engine. 

 He fumbled with the door, jerked it open, fell into the dust and lay panting. 

Above the smell of petrol, hot metal fuming, he heard a low groan and spotted the 

fragile body twisted among dead leaves and shattered twigs. Rahamid sucked air 

painfully before scrambling back to the car in search of his phone. It wasn’t necessary. 

Sirens wailed, the Police were on target. An ambulance swerved. They were taking his 

details. 

 “Is he ok?” 

 “Let’s just wait and see.” 
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 He wasn’t. Rahamid’s main source of gossip lay beneath his own wheels. That 

was one way forward for a journalist. He closed his eyes at the banality of his anger. He 

wanted to sleep, blot out the night. They wouldn’t leave him alone. Legs, heavy hands, 

breath fuming with mint gum, an aftertaste of cheap whisky, another flashlight seeking 

the rounds of his eyes. He had no choice but to force himself upwards. 

 The police shouldered him to one side, behind one of their cars, out of sight of 

the huddle, the bleating of short wave communication, the fairground cheerfulness of 

emergency lights flashing in the dark. Gently, firmly, voices as cold and repetitious as 

bad porridge, they asked him over and over for a name. His address. More inanities. He 

had all the answers except the important one: why the fuck had he managed to run over 

his interviewee. 

 “Is he ok?” 

 The police looked, eyes matching, searing. 

 “Not really.” She turned away. A young man took her place. 

 “We need to do tests. Alcohol etcetera.” 

 Rahamid obeyed. A gentle arm lent him to one side. 

 “I’m John. You take it slowly. Can happen. Just sit here and I will sort you out.” 

 In the mesh of confused emotions, intense devotions, Rahamid sat on the side 

waiting further instructions. He ran the flashing sensations through his shattered 

memory one more time. Crossroads. Bicycle. On time. Into the headlights. Crash. Bang. 

Screech. Brakes jammed. Sirens whistling. “Is he all right?” he heard himself repeating, 

over and over, a mantra to the silence. No one replied. 
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 Mouth dry, he rubbed fists in his eyes. He wanted to cry. He needed a drink. 

They offered him water. He drank. This was his interviewee. When John told him he 

was dead, Rahamid collapsed. As he fell to the rough border, thorns spiking his lower 

back, deservingly brutal. He stared across the crossroads, at the shadow hovering behind 

the far corner, shimmering in the fading light, a gray skeleton with a bucket of black 

hair spilled over the top. A young boy, not tall, not overly short, strong enough to push a 

bicycle into the middle of the road. He must have seen it all. He could tell them it was 

just an accident. He’d held Rahamid in the spotlight, just before the crash. 
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3 

“There you are boy!” 

 Aunty grasped his hand, calloused fingers gentle but firm as they tugged him 

down the last steps, across the bare corridor, through the clanging kitchen and out into 

the inner yard, the haven of the close family, the privileged few. Faces loomed from 

dark corners. Clouds of expressions gliding aimlessly, then pointedly in his face. Arms 

clapped his shoulders, hands found his fingers, lips tweaked his ears, hair entangled his, 

eyes sought his avoidance, as they bumped him from one glorious interjection to 

another howl of appreciation, sympathy, jealously promoting his lack of faith. 

 “Jimmylad! Good to see you. How you doing kid?” 

 His shoulder rattled. A hand ruffled his shiny black mane, another patted his 

back, another squeezed somewhere he could no longer feel. 

 “Food anytime now.” 

 “You’re looking well son.” 

 “Good to see you.” 

 Jimmylad felt himself smile, or graze his mouth into something professing 

recognition through the curling daze that was spinning his mind in a network of loose 

ends, an uneven fringe of uncollected thoughts, spotted memories like mushrooms on a 

stick waiting to be roasted. 

 He recognized Aunt through the bustle, the touch of her oiled hand, lavender and 

coconut. She pulled him towards her bosom, frail, tight as the bow in her graying hair. 
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 You can’t trust her you know. Listen to your father. 

 The horses are waiting. 

 Move over. 

 You tell them son. Stop being a coward. Your father wasn’t like that.  

 I need the mountain air. Stifling in here. 

 Forget them all. The band. The music.  

 We all need music.  

 Nonsense. He’ll never make anything.  

 Waster like his father. Uncle says so. 

 What does Uncle know? 

 She’s pregnant. Hope it wasn’t you. 

 I’d know if it was. 

 The voices rattled like rakes through pebbles, doors hanging in broken frames. 

 “You ok son?” 

 She had the ability to comfort him, almost bring him back to the fold even when 

he was spun out and beginning to move to another galaxy.  

 He nodded, or thought he did. His head was spinning so nodding was a struggle: 

his neck ached, inner ears bulging in an effort to enforce silence. They were banging 

away, chipping out cavities in his thoughts, wells to sink into, traps to bite his trembling 

legs. 
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Mountain air. That’s what I need. 

 Yes, out of here.  

 Trapping you inside. 

 Take everything you have. 

 Like they did your father. 

 How would you know? 

 The horses are neighing. They’ll be along soon. That’ll sort them all out. 

 Aunt led him by the elbow to a cousin. Jimmylad couldn’t remember which one; 

but he knew it was one who lived with them, on the second floor. He could see her 

room, identify her face but place no name, no known personality traits to the lean frame, 

the mane of rich brown hair covering tingling ears and recently plucked eyebrows. She 

wore a yellow necklace sparkling above her immaculately white gown. White was the 

color. Purity rang through the ceremony. Virgin white was their color. Men and women 

blossomed, bloomed, strutted forth in their immaculate gowns, edges sweeping the 

carefully dusted clay floors, long cuffs neatly avoiding staining meats and pastries, 

steaming teas and sticky liqueurs. 

 Aunt was distracted, a host of demands flooding her concentration. He stood, 

disorientated; clasping his cousin’s slipping fingers as they sped away to more 

profitable encounters. Nothing like a good funeral to find a mate or at least a quick snog 

out the back gate. Nobody really wanted to be landed with the weird one. Jimmylad 

understood. He knew how they felt. 
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 He spun, eyes twisting in anguish. Individuals swarmed into a giant bustle of 

white noise, flickering colors as jewelry and scarves spun a web of colorful deceit 

through the gathering. People kept saluting, poking, staring him in the face, smiles 

blooming like spring flowers, fading just as quickly under the icy threat of loss, hastily 

feigned hate. 

 He wanted to cry. He felt the tears looming. His nose wrinkled with the effort to 

stay calm. His ears reddened with the ceaseless whistling. He tried to remember his 

mother, her curling tongue as it stroked his inner ear, sang lullaby’s that sent him to 

sleep before she herself took the same path.  

 “Come here boy.” 

 Uncle had his arm around him, protectively, unrelenting guidance as he led him 

towards a corner, a spot of shade, where the crowd thinned. The shadow of the big man 

engulfed in perfume flavoured lightly by an expensive cigar and the hint of whiskey, 

hovered closer. Jimmylad cringed as he waited for the gentle roll of a voice that could 

never be ignored. The force hit his ear like the aftershock of an explosion. 

 “You ok son?” 

 Uncle knew he wasn’t. Knew better than anyone. Uncle knew everyone better 

than anyone. That was Uncle. His job. His work. His position. Uncle. 

 “Come here lad. Take a drop of this.” 

 The liquid hit his throat like a dagger to a dragon. The fire swept through his 

stomach with the power of a jackhammer on full throttle without a guiding hand. He 

spluttered, gulped, hunched over to vomit. 
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 “Up you get lad.” Uncle pummeled his back, straightened his shoulders. He felt 

the alcohol bite his brain until it shrieked. For a moment he focused, regained 

perception. 

 “Got a job coming up for you son.” Uncle smiled, carefully trimmed whiskers 

bristling close to Jimmylad’s trembling cheek. “Nice little one but you’ll need guts. Just 

like your father, eh?” A finger jabbed his arm, just above the elbow. Numbness seeped 

up the muscle. 

 “You’ll be a hero yourself one day lad. Don’t you worry.” 

 Uncle was gone. He worked ceaselessly. The demands on his lifestyle knew no 

bounds: it was his duty to keep everyone else at their duty. His duty to design duties, 

find the right person to wear them through. 

 Jimmylad still felt like puking. He leaned against a wall and planned his escape. 

Stuttering through the milling crowd he managed to get to the gate, slip through into the 

wider yard beyond, equally crowded but a second generation. The inner sanctum was 

for the privileged, the main courtyard was for those who curried favor. Neighbors, 

political allays, potential friends, old enemies, visiting dignitaries, representatives from 

far afield, all gathered in a fresh swirl of joyous remorse as the funeral pyre built up 

outside the gate waiting for a final ignition which wouldn’t happen until well into the 

night. Jimmylad still couldn’t remember who had passed on, or why. 

 In the private courtyard the uniform was white, pure and traditional. Out in this 

more open space gowns changed shape and color more frequently. There were even 

suits and ties, cashmere sweaters, sweeping caps, checked blazers, women in trousers, 

men in skirts could be found. The world beyond the family enclosure was an exotic mix 
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Jimmylad realized, as he made his way through the throng, ducking elbows, kicking 

ankles, aiming high with the purpose of one who knows there is nothing to lose. 

 As he approached the outer gate he knew his mind was separating, leaving them 

behind. He wasn’t sure who they were, where he was, why he was wandering towards 

the exit but he knew he had to because they were waiting, the four horsemen, waiting to 

take him away, back to his mother, the past or the future where he was safe and 

understood everything. Suddenly, his path was blocked by two guests who failed to see 

him coming. Engrossed in conversation, one tall and thin, out of place, the woman 

shorter, plumper, at home wherever she stood, neither sensed his need, both blocked his 

path. Head bowed like a bull, he powered through their gesticulations, brushing their 

arms aside with his bushy head of hair as they broke away abruptly to let him pass. He 

felt them staring, eyes drilling into his spine. People were shouting all around. The 

voices in his head were tangling with those bobbing in the air, from the bubble of bodies 

clutching the outskirts of his gaze. Gasping for breath, ears burning, he ducked between 

them, hair almost catching in her rings, elbows nearly spilling the man’s drink. 

 “Where you going Jimmylad?” 

 “There’s my boy.” 

 “How you doing son?” 

 “Cousin? You ok?” 

 “Who’s that?” 

 “That’s the weird one I guess. They all talk about him.” 

 “And his father.” 
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 “Lost the whole family of course.” 

 “Way too young.” 

 “Never recovered.” 

 Jimmylad struggled on, his robes catching on toes, pointed elbows, hooded 

winks. He was gasping for air, the overripe blast of perfumes overwhelming, a garbage 

heap billowing in the wind, scuttling under the cawing of fighting crows. 

 “Jimmylad. Son!” Uncle’s deep voice bounded across the yard.  

 “Leave him be.” Aunt held his arm, swayed his attention. Uncle let her hand 

tame his arm and guide him back into place. He glanced back to the crowd, eyes hooded 

in carefully shaded anger. 

“I’ve one more job for him.” 

“I know dear. But let him be for the moment. He’ll come around when we need 

it.” 

Distracted, Uncle beamed a smile at an approaching relative. He waved a 

greeting and hid his fears. That lad was trouble, but one funeral at a time.  


